7-DAY
INSIDE PASSAGE
ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE
Highlights

Waterways of Wonder
Alaska’s Inside Passage is a wonder to behold — beautiful waterways, towering
glaciers, stunning forested islands and wildlife, as well as quaint Alaska towns.
To get a true picture of Alaska, you need to fully experience it with Princess
through our award-winning North to Alaska program. Indulge in fresh seafood,
from specialty dishes of Alaska dive restaurants to Cook My Catch, the option
of enjoying the fish you caught on select excursions for dinner. Meet Puppies in
the Piazza and real Alaskans, such as lumberjacks, Captain David Lethin of
Discovery Channel’s Deadliest Catch and Libby Riddles, the first woman to win
the Iditarod. Find out why Princess Cruises was voted the Best Cruise Line in
Alaska by the Travel Channel and readers of Travel Weekly.

Glacier Bay National Park
(scenic cruising)
Experience the Ice Age marvels of Glacier
Bay National Park and thrill to the sight of
calving glaciers, and soak in the breathtaking
beauty of these pristine waterways.

Scenic Cruising
The Inside Passage is one of the world’s
most spectacular waterways. Experience
miles and miles of untouched nature that
includes countless islets, glacier-capped
peaks and temperate rainforests.

Three Great Ports of Call
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Get a glimpse into the fascinating gold rush
history with stops at the charming ports of
Juneau, Ketchikan and Skagway.
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Seattle

UNITED STATES

Ruby Princess 9/23/17
Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $268.00
are additional and subject to change.

Contact Judy Arndt
Journeys by Judy
503-666-8828 OR
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Cindy Passannante
C.P. Trips Inc
503-658-5646

*Fares are per person, based on double occupancy, subject to availability and capacity controlled. Please refer to the applicable Princess Cruises brochures or
princess.com for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. This promotional piece is created and distributed by an independent travel agency,
not by Princess. Other restrictions may apply. Offer available to residents of
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